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Abstract

Overview of how USG catalogers can 
implement the contents note enhancement 
project at their institutions.  The project was 
approved by the USG Cataloging Committee 
in late 2019 to improve title access in Primo 
to resources which contain multiple titles.



Importance of the project

After enhancement, researchers can find 
these titles through a title or author keyword 
search of the catalog (but not through the 
browse search functions).



Which resources are being enhanced?

•Based on a survey in 2019, short story 
collections were prioritized first, and a shared 
Google Sheet spreadsheet was made available to 
USG catalogers by GIL staff.
• In 2020 the spreadsheet for poetry collections 
was shared.



 

 

 

 

Simple before and after



How to get started

•Go to the GIL site at:
https://sites.google.com/view/g3almatraining/cat
aloging/cataloging-projects
•Click on the Enhancing 505 Fields link for 
background information, general instructions, 
the spreadsheet of records for enhancement, 
and instructions for installing the OCLC macro.

https://sites.google.com/view/g3almatraining/cataloging/cataloging-projects


What is a macro?

•A macro is a sequence of keystrokes that can be 
programmed to help with repetitive tasks.  You 
can assign the sequence to a function key on 
your keyboard.  Press that key, the macro does 
its work, and the contents note is formatted.
•Don’t try to do this project without the macro!  
It is an incredibly timesaving tool.



The OCLC macro

Install the macro.  See instructions and the 
link to the macro on the GIL site at: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1m8dO6xr4t
fmn2w59Ku94QDxhWlsra6oD/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1m8dO6xr4tfmn2w59Ku94QDxhWlsra6oD/view


Begin with the shared spreadsheet. 
Look for the titles your institution holds.



Change the fill color to red for that line (or block of 
lines).  That tells others you are working on it. 

 



After red fill

 



Next, copy the OCLC number.

 



Paste it into an OCLC Connexion search.

 



Notice the Encoding level (ELvl) on OCLC.

•Full level: blank, 1, or I
•Minimal level: 7, K, M
•Abbreviated level: 3, M 



Before enhancement

 



Use the macro.

I assigned the macro to the F5 key, so 
after any editing that I do, I simply hit the 
F5 key and check the results.



After enhancement

 



Do the Replace action using the menu.

 

Careful!  Do Replace 
and Update Holdings 
only if your library 
owns it.  If you’re 
doing work for 
another institution’s 
holdings, just Replace 
Record.



Or, save keystrokes and time by adding the button to 
your toolbar.



Optional: export to Alma.

• Next, I like to export the record to Alma.  If it fails to overlay due to a 
multi-match, the situation can be reported and resolved, which helps 
improve our union catalog even more.
• If you don’t do the export, the overnight processes that GIL staff run 

will do it for you.



Export failure due to multi match

If you encounter this, 
please send an email to 
the LibAnswers email list 
at:
gilcat@galileo.libanswers.
com.
Say that a merge is 
needed; give the OCLC 
control number and the 
title.

mailto:gilcat@galileo.libanswers.com


Toggle back to the spreadsheet.  
Change the fill color to gray to show it’s done.

 



After gray fill color

 



Going beyond those basics, because 
it can get more complicated . . .



Punctuation to fix

 

 

When you see a contents note from an old bib record, you must correct 
the punctuation before using the macro: 
 

 
 

Now the macro will work. 



Another example of a record that needs editing

Before editing: 

 

 

After editing: 

 
 

After applying macro: 

 



Let’s take a closer look at the contents note.
Subfield g may come into play.

 



Contents note before enhancement.  

Pull the book and key in the table of contents.



Use the ALA button       to insert diacritics.

 



Contents added and enhanced



Beware the macro flaw that inserts $r instead of $g for dates!

After applying the macro, all the dates were $r, so I had to 
manually change each one from r to g.



Macro flaw of adding DAT field
When the 505 has 
a non-Latin script: 
after using the 
macro, a final 
invalid DAT field 
will appear.  This 
will cause an error 
message.  Delete 
this field before 
replacing the 
record.



DAT field: info from Walter Nickeson (U. of Rochester) 
via email correspondence on 2/5/20

“When the macro tries to read the field, the response is, ‘Data contains 
non-latin script.’ Unfortunately, the macro considers that that character 
string is actually the 505 field to enhance, and after operating on it, 
tries to add it back to the record as a new field, using the first three 
characters as the tag. And of course ‘DAT’ is a nonsensical field tag in 
MARC.
“The only solutions to the strange field being added are rewriting the 
macro so it can deal with non-Latin scripts, a solution I am guessing 
Joel does not wish to provide, or removing all traces of the non-Latin 
script from the field before running the macro, and then adding them 
back later.”



How to handle parallel titles



Table of contents from a pulled book. 
How would you enter it on OCLC?

Contents 
DEPARTMENT OF QUEER COMPLAINTS 

William Wilson's Racket 3 
The Empty Flat 19 

DR. FELL STORIES 
The Incautious Burglar 41 
Invisible Hands 59 

SECRET SERVICE STORIES 
Strictly Diplomatic 83 
The Black Cabinet 102 

A SIR HENRY MERRIVALE  NOVELETTE 
All in a Maze 127 
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Here’s what I did.

• 505 00  ǂt DEPARTMENT OF QUEER COMPLAINTS -- ǂt William 
Wilson's racket -- ǂt Empty flat -- ǂt DR. FELL STORIES -- ǂt Incautious 
burglar -- ǂt Invisible hands -- ǂt SECRET SERVICE STORIES -- ǂt Strictly 
diplomatic --The Black cabinet -- ǂt SIR HENRY MERRIVALE 
NOVELETTE -- ǂt All in a maze.



Ebooks: an alternative to pulling the physical book

• You may access the table of contents in an electronic book and key 
them into your physical book record.  
• Look at the 856 fields on your physical bib record and try to access 

those ebook versions, or access the ebook bib and look at its TOC or 
856 fields.
• Google the title and look for an ebook version that will display the 

TOC. 



When books must be pulled

• You may find that a number of books need to be pulled in order for 
you to view and key in the table of contents.
• I found this especially true for collections of poetry, instead of short 

stories.
• Create a spreadsheet of these titles, with call numbers, for Stacks 

personnel to pull, if possible.



Other work to do on the record

• You may choose to control the uncontrolled access points.
• You may upgrade the record from earlier cataloging rules to RDA.
• If you pull the book to key in the table of contents, you might look 

critically at all the information in the record, improve/correct errors, 
and upgrade it to RDA.
• Consider that the time and effort of extra work will slow down 

progress on the contents notes enhancement project overall.
• It can require a great deal of typing to key in the TOC and/or make 

other changes.  Keep carpal tunnel in mind and pace yourself.



A record I left for a holding institution to enhance; they may 
pull it and look at the TOC.



RDA work I did not do



Anomalies will be encountered



Other OCLC situations
The OCLC record may already have had the contents 
note enhanced after the spreadsheet was created.  In 
that case, there is no need to Replace Record.  Export it 
to the NZ so it will overlay on the existing Alma bib 
record.  



IZ only records
Skip records on the spreadsheet with a yellow fill color, indicating that 
they are held in a particular library’s Institution Zone only.  These would 
not overlay in the NZ in the overnight sync if you did improve them on 
OCLC.  It will be up to personnel at that library to enhance their 
contents notes, if they so desire.



Control z

Remember that all changes are saved in the 
spreadsheet, so if you accidentally make a 
mistake, immediately use Control + z to undo 
the error.  Control + z is your friend!



OCLC principle

Remember the OCLC principle:

Do no harm.

If you’re in doubt, leave it alone; or, you might 
consult another cataloger.  See Bibliographic 
Formats and Standards chapter 5.1 and 5.2 for 
more detail.



Reporting changes

If you can’t change the record, send an email 
to bibchange@oclc.org to report the 
problem.

mailto:bibchange@oclc.org


OCLC offers free webinars at: 
https://help.oclc.org/WorldCat/Metadata_Quality/AskQC

Recordings for past sessions are also available from the 
bottom of the registration page.

https://help.oclc.org/WorldCat/Metadata_Quality/AskQC


Questions?
You may contact me via email at:
shelley@westga.edu

Gingy Bitsy Dimey Cammie

mailto:shelley@westga.edu

